
New Leeds Film Player titles for February and March, including Charter, Assassins and more...

Charter & Sami Blood: LIFF presents the 
Award-Winning Features of Amanda Kernell   

Leeds Film Player has an exciting new line-up of films launching this week for the February

and March period. We have selected a few of the best new releases and other recent

highlights and are presenting them alongside another small batch of previous LIFF

Favourites. This time we are offering low cost passes for each category - LIFF Selects and

LIFF Audience Favourites - to enjoy multiple films.

The line-up includes an online UK exclusive of the gripping second feature by Amanda

Kernell. Charter is a psychologically complex study of motherhood by the Swedish, Southern

Sami director and screenwriter. In the middle of a contentious custody battle, Alice takes her

children on an illicit trip, determined to re-assert her role as mother and protector.    

Also streaming is Amanda Kernell’s outstanding debut feature Sami Blood, which was an

audience favourite at LIFF 2017 and also won the European Parliament’s Lux Prize for Best

European Film. Elle, a teenage reindeer herder in 1930s Sweden, faces a society rife with

prejudice where she is forcibly removed from her family and sent to a state boarding school.

Charter (15 Feb - 31 March) & Sami Blood (1 Feb - 16 March) on Leeds Film Player

Visit Leeds Film Player

Extraordinary new documentary Assassins
       

Assassins is one of the new releases coming soon to Leeds Film Player and it’s one of the

most extraordinary documentaries of recent years. The story zones in on the bizarre

assassination of North Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s half-brother Kim Jong-nam in a

Malaysian airport. CCTV footage appears to show clear evidence of those responsible but

the truth is it’s an astonishing cover-up.

Coming soon to Leeds Film Player (date TBC)

More fantastic titles now available on Leeds Film Player...

Visit Leeds Film Player

Last and First Men: The Visionary Work of

Jóhann Jóhannsson

Based on Olaf Stapledon’s cult sci-fi novel,

Last and First Men is the only film directed

by the late Icelandic composer Jóhann

Jóhannsson (Sicario, Arrival). Set two billion

years in the future, the last survivors of an

advanced society, voiced by Tilda Swinton,

reflect on their existence. Combining

hypnotic 16mm black-and-white images of

Yugoslavian monuments and an ethereal

score, Jóhannsson creates a profound

meditation on the end of days.

Past Love and Lost Innocence in Luxor

Zeina Durra’s beautifully understated drama

Luxor builds from a subtle and complex

central performance by Andrea

Riseborough as a burned out British aid

worker on leave in the ancient Egyptian city

of Luxor. It’s a hauntingly beautiful place

where she once lived for a short time many

years before. When she comes across

Sultan (Karim Saleh), an archeologist and

former lover, it stirs up old feelings and

regrets. Visit Leeds Film Player

Visit Leeds Film Player

A White, White Day: Hlynur Pálmason's

slow-burning Icelandic drama

A White, White Day is one of the best

Scandinavian dramas of the last few years

and a highly distinctive second feature for

director Hlynur Pálmason. Ingvar Sigurdsson

puts in an intense central performance as

Ingimundur, a police chief who is mourning

the death of his wife. He becomes obsessed

with the idea that she was having an affair

with a local man, with troubling

consequences for everyone he knows.

LIFF Audience Favourites:

And Then We Danced & more

We're presenting a selection of previous

LIFF audience favourites. These include And

Then We Danced, an intense love story set

in the dynamic but ultra-conservative world

of traditional Georgian dance and Atelier de

conversation about individuals from across

the world gathering to practice the French

language. Rain the Colour Blue with a Little

Red in it is a desert remake of Prince’s 80s

rock-u-drama Purple Rain set in Saharan

Africa and Chuck Norris vs Communism is

the inspiring story of a courageous female

VHS translator in 1980s Romania.

Visit Leeds Film Player

All Leeds Film Player titles available until 31 March unless otherwise noted.

Other excellent titles streaming in February...

Beginning, LIFF Selection The Twentieth

Century & more on MUBI

Films either now streaming or coming up on

MUBI throughout February include Dea

Kulumbegashvili's award-winning debut

feature Beginning, the film selected as

Georgia's official 2021 Oscar entry. There's

also LIFF 2020 selection The Twentieth

Century, a fantastical political satire from

Canadian director Matthew Rankin, plus new

features Cenote, Digger, All the Dead Ones

and more. 

Explore the MUBI selection

Female Gaze Takes Centre Stage on

Curzon Home Cinema

Curzon Home Cinema is streaming two bold

titles by female directors that were selected

for Cannes 2020. Charlène Favier’s gripping

début, Slalom, follows a 15-year-old pushed

to the limits by her abusive instructor at an

elite French ski school. Simple Passion

(Danielle Arbid) is a bewitching portrait of a

mother whose psyche progressively

dissolves after starting an addictive affair

with a Russian diplomat.

Watch Simple Passion (available now) and

Slalom (from 12 Feb) on Curzon Home Cinema

Dogwoof on Demand: A Glitch in the

Matrix & IWOW: I Walk on Water

The latest Dogwoof releases available to

view on its streaming platform include A

Glitch in the Matrix, the latest conspiracy

investigation from Rodney Ascher, who

made The Shining documentary Room 237,

this time profiling those who believe reality is

an illusion. Streaming later in February is

IWOW: I Walk on Water, an extraordinary

Harlem diary film by filmmaker/photographer

Khalik Allah.

Watch A Glitch in The Matrix (now available)

and IWOW: I Walk on Water (from 26 February)

on Dogwoof on Demand

Rams, Willy's Wonderland and I Care a

Lot now streaming on demand

Sam Neill (Jurassic Park) stars as farmer

forced to unite with his estranged brother in

Rams (now available), a funny and warm-

hearted Australian remake of the Icelandic

film of the same name. Other films released

on demand in February include horror-

comedy Willy's Wonderland (from 12

February), in which Nicholas Cage battles

possessed animatronic creatures and I Care

a Lot (from 19 February), a black comedy

thriller starring Rosamund Pike as a con artist

who runs into trouble with the mob.

Reclaim the Frame: Dead Pigs Mistress-

class with Director Cathy Yan & more

Reclaim the Frame returns this month with

two online events. Galentine's Valentine's

Talk & Workshop (Sat 13 Feb, 5pm-7pm)

brings speakers together to talk about love in

all its forms on screen. Dead Pigs +

Mistress-class presents the first film by

Cathy Yan, the director of DC superhero film

Birds of Prey. Dead Pigs is a bitingly

humorous social satire set in a rapidly

modernising Shanghai. The film will be

followed by a mistressclass session with

Cathy Yan. (Tue 16 February, 7pm).

Scalarama Sunday Service: Bringing Up

Baby & The Grass is Greener

The new Scalarama Sunday Service is about

watching fantastic, fortnightly films together

online. Taking place from mid-afternoon on

Sundays, there will be a zoom greeting and

chat half an hour before the film, and

sometimes an extra halfway interval chat

break too! The first films lined up are

Bringing Up Baby (Sun 14 February) and

The Grass is Greener (Sun 28 February),

two classic comedies starring Cary Grant. 

Find out more from Scalarama Leeds

The Criterion Collection Competition:

Win February's releases on Blu-ray

Our exclusive monthly competition gives you

the chance to win one of two bundles of the

latest Blu-rays from The Criterion Collection.

February's releases include The Grand

Budapest Hotel (2014), The Ascent (1977) &

Charade (1963). To enter, answer the

following question: Which 2015 film based

on a novel by Colm Tóibín did Saoirse

Ronan (who appears in The Grand

Budapest Hotel) also star in? Please email

answers to leeds.film@leeds.gov.uk by

midnight on Sunday 28 February 2021.

  

The competition is open to UK residents only.

Film industry events and opportunities...

Audiences Beyond The Multiplex:

Understanding The Value Of A Diverse

Film Culture

University of Glasgow is hosting a two-day

virtual conference on the diversity of film

audience experience in the UK. The Beyond

the Multiplex research project conducted

extensive research into how audiences

engage with film. By bringing together

academic research and industry expertise

the conference will provide a platform to

discuss insights on changing patterns of film

consumption and offer opportunities to

share new thinking.

Tue 2 - Weds 3 March. Register for free

Recruiting: Live Cinema UK Non-

Executive Board of Directors

Live Cinema UK is seeking innovative and

experienced individuals to join as members of

its non-executive board of directors. Live

Cinema UK is the country’s leading

organisation dedicated to producing,

promoting, and researching live cinema

events. The board will work with the Director

to ensure Live Cinema's broad portfolio of

commercial and non-profit projects offer an

exciting future in a post-pandemic world.

Apply by Weds 3 March 2021

Covid-19 Update

    

Leeds Film is part of the Leeds Arts, Events & Venues Team, which programmes events at

Leeds Town Hall, Millennium Square and Carriageworks Theatre including Leeds

International Film Festival, Leeds International Beer Festival and Leeds International Concert

Season. Please visit the Leeds Town Hall website for the latest news and updates about

future activities, as they continue to follow the latest government guidance about live events.

Leeds Film is supported by the British Film Institute

You are receiving this email because you subscribed to the Leeds International Film Festival newsletter.
Please click here to Unsubscribe.
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